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Polarization of the Rényi Information Dimension
with Applications to Compressed Sensing

Saeid Haghighatshoar, Member, IEEE, Emmanuel Abbe, Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, we show that the Hadamard matrix
acts as an extractor over the reals of the Rényi information
dimension (RID), in an analogous way to how it acts as
an extractor of the discrete entropy over finite fields. More
precisely, we prove that the RID of an i.i.d. sequence of mixture
random variables polarizes to the extremal values of 0 and 1
(corresponding to discrete and continuous distributions) when
transformed by a Hadamard matrix. Further, we prove that
the polarization pattern of the RID admits a closed form
expression and follows exactly the Binary Erasure Channel (BEC)
polarization pattern in the discrete setting. We also extend the
results from the single- to the multi-terminal setting, obtaining a
Slepian-Wolf counterpart of the RID polarization. We discuss
applications of the RID polarization to Compressed Sensing
of i.i.d. sources. In particular, we use the RID polarization to
construct a family of deterministic ˘1-valued sensing matrices
for Compressed Sensing. We run numerical simulations to
compare the performance of the resulting matrices with that
of random Gaussian and random Hadamard matrices. The
results indicate that the proposed matrices afford competitive
performances while being explicitly constructed.

Index Terms—Rényi Information Dimension, Polarization
Theory, Slepian-Wolf coding, Compressed Sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Let X be a real-valued random variable. We denote the q-ary
quantization of X by xXyq “

tqXu

q , where for a real number
r, we denote by tru the largest integer less than or equal to r.
The upper and the lower Rényi Information Dimension (RID)
of X are defined by

dpXq “ lim sup
qÑ8

HpxXyqq

log2pqq
, (1)

dpXq “ lim inf
qÑ8

HpxXyqq

log2pqq
, (2)

where HpxXyqq denotes the Shannon entropy of the discrete
random variable xXyq obtained from the quantization. If the
limits coincide, we define dpXq :“ dpXq “ dpXq. Rényi in
his paper [3] proved that if the random variable X is discrete,
continuos, or a mixture thereof, the upper and the lower
RID are equal, thus, dpXq is well-defined. He also provided
an example of a singular random variable for which these
two limits do not coincide. Apart from being an information
measure, the RID appears as the fundamental operational limit
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in diverse areas in probability theory and signal processing
such as signal quantization [4], rate-distortion theory [5], and
fractal geometry [6]. More recently, the operational aspect of
RID has reappeared in applications as varied as lossless analog
compression [7–9], Compressed Sensing of sparse signals [10–
12], and characterization of the degrees-of-freedom (DoFs) of
vector interference channels [13, 14], which has recently been
of significant importance in wireless communication.

In this paper, motivated by [3], we first extend the definition
of RID as an information measure from scalar random
variables to a family of vector random variables over which
the RID is well-defined. We also extend the definition to the
joint and the conditional RIDs and provide a closed-form
expression for computing them. Using these, we investigate
the high-dimensional behavior of the RID of i.i.d. mixture
random variables when transformed by a Hadamard matrix.
We prove that the conditional RIDs of almost all the resulting
random variables polarize to the extremal values of 0 and
1. We also obtain a formula for computing those conditional
RIDs and their polarization pattern using the Binary Erasure
Channel (BEC) polarization in the discrete case [15]. This
gives a natural extension of the polarization phenomenon for
the entropy over the finite fields to the RID over the reals.

We study some of the potential applications of the
new polarization result in Compressed Sensing [16–19]. In
particular, motived by the recent results on the operational
aspect of RID in Compressed Sensing [7, 10] and inspired by
the success of polar codes in achieving information theoretic
limits [15, 20], we exploit the RID polarization to design
deterministic partial Hadamard matrices for Compressed
Sensing of i.i.d. sparse signals. We compare the performance
of the resulting matrices with that of other traditional
matrices in Compressed Sensing such as random Gaussian
and random Hadamard matrices. Numerical simulations
provide evidence that the constructed matrices together with
recovery algorithms such as l1-norm minimization provide a
low-complexity Compressed Sensing and recovery procedure
for the sparse signals. The use of polarization techniques for
Compressed Sensing was also investigated independently in
[11], approaching noiseless Compressed Sensing via a duality
with analog channel coding.

A. Notation

We use R for the reals, R` for the positive reals, Z for the
integers, Z` for the set of positive integers, and N for the set of
strictly positive integers. We denote sets by calligraphic letters
such as A and their cardinality by |A|. We use capital letters
for random variables and small letters for their realizations,
e.g., x is a realization of the random variable X . We denote
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the distribution of a random variable X by pX . For N “ 2n,
we denote by HN the standard Hadamard matrix of order N .
We use rns for the set of integers t1, 2, . . . , nu. We denote by
Xj
i the column vector rXi, Xi`1, . . . , Xjs

T, where the vector
is empty when i ą j. Vectors are denoted by boldface letters,
e.g., X “ Xn

1 and x “ xn1 denote an n-dim vector of random
variables and its realization. For two sequences f, h : NÑ R,
we say fq

.
“ hq if and only if

lim
qÑ8

fq ´ hq
log2pqq

“ 0. (3)

We denote matrices by capital letters, e.g., A. For an m ˆ n
matrix A, and a subset of its columns C Ď rns, we denote by
AC the m ˆ |C| submatrix of A obtained by selecting those
columns of A belonging to C. In a similar way, we denote by
ArRs the |R| ˆ n submatrix obtained by selecting the rows
of A belonging to R Ď rms. For two matrices A and B, we
denote by rA;Bs a matrix obtained by putting the rows of A
on top of the rows of B and by rA,Bs the matrix obtained by
putting the columns of B to the right of the columns of A,
provided that the resulting matrices are well-defined.

B. Reminder on Polar Codes

Polar codes were introduced by Arikan in his seminal paper
[15]. They are the first class of efficient codes that provably
achieve channel capacity on all binary input symmetric
channels. Recent research on polar codes has illustrated
their theoretical optimality for other classical problems in
information theory such as lossless and lossy source coding
[20, 21], coding over multiple-access channels (MAC) [22],
Wyner-Ziv and Gelfand-Pinsker problem [23], and coding for
secrecy over the wiretap channel [24, 25].

The underlying structure behind all these applications of
polar codes is the polarization phenomenon. To explain briefly,
we will mainly focus on the source coding aspect, which is
more relevant to our work. Let X “ XN

1 , for N “ 2n a power
of two, be a sequence of N i.i.d. Bernoullippq, p P p0, 1

2 q,
random variables and let Y “ GNX, with the arithmetic over
the binary field F2, where

GN “

„

1 1
0 1

bn

.

The polarization phenomenon states that after applying this
linear transformation, every element of the set of conditional
entropies tHpYi|Y i´1

1 quNi“1 tends to be either very close to
0 (fully deterministic) or very close to 1 (fully random).
Moreover, the fraction of those fully random (informative)
variables turns out to be equal to the entropy of the source
h2ppq asymptotically as N Ñ8. This allows to build optimal
linear source encoders achieving the fundamental information
theoretic limit by simply keeping only those rows of GN

corresponding to the fully random variables.
Polar codes have been applied to other problems in

communication theory such as as multi-level lattice coding
[26], and designing capacity achieving codes over the AWGN
channel [27], mainly by extending the finite alphabet results.
What is less understood is the similar counterpart of the
polarization phenomenon for infinite-alphabet sources. In [12],

using a new Entropy Power Inequality (EPI) for integer-valued
random variables [28], a novel polarization result was proved
for integer-valued sources under the conventional arithmetic
over Z. The result was used to construct deterministic
partial Hadamard matrices for almost lossless encoding of
integer-valued signals with a vanishing measurement rate of
opNq for large block-lengths N . The more general case of
real-valued sources, however, was left open in [12]. In this
paper, we extend this result to real-valued sources and provide
a polarization theory for infinite-alphabet signals.

II. RÉNYI INFORMATION DIMENSION

Let X be a random variable with a probability distribution
pX over R. The upper and the lower RID of this random
variable were defined in (1) and (2) respectively. Let m P N
and suppose X P r0, 1s almost surely. It is not difficult to see
that if X “ 0.X1X2 . . . is the m-ary expansion of the random
variable X with Xi P t0, 1, . . . ,m´ 1u, then for q “ mk, we
have HpxXyqq “ HpX1, X2, . . . , Xkq, where H denotes the
discrete entropy in basis m. From (1) and (2), we have

dpXq ď H8ptXiu
8
i“1q ď H8ptXiu

8
i“1q ď dpXq, (4)

where H8 “ lim infkÑ8
HpX1,X2,...,Xkq

k denotes the lower
entropy rate of the stochastic process tXiu

8
i“1 (with a similar

expression for H8 by replacing lim inf with lim sup). As
a special case, when X is uniformly distributed over r0, 1s,
the random variables tXiu

8
i“1 are i.i.d. each having a uniform

distribution over t0, 1, . . . ,m´1u. Thus, the upper and lower
RID are equal to dpXq “ dpXq “ 1. Also, dpXq “ dpXq “ 0
for any discrete random variable X with HpXq ă 8.

By Lebesgue decomposition theorem [29], any probability
distribution pX over R can be written as a convex combination
of a continuous part pc, a singular part ps, and a discrete part
pd (with the latter two being singular with respect to Lebesgue
measure) as follows

pX “ αc pc ` αs ps ` αd pd, (5)

where αc, αs, αd ě 0 and αc`αs`αd “ 1. In this paper, we
only consider the case αs “ 0, where pX is the mixture of a
continuous and a discrete distribution. In [3], Rényi showed
that for such a mixture distribution, the RID is well-defined
and is given by the weight of the continuous part αc. In
particular, it is 1 for the continuous and 0 for the discrete
distributions. He also defined the RID of a continuous vector
random variable Xn

1 of dimension n, where he proved that

dpXn
1 q “ lim

qÑ8

HpxXn
1 yqq

log2pqq
“ n, (6)

where the quantization is done component-wise, i.e.,

xXn
1 yq “ pxX1yq, . . . , xXnyqq. (7)

III. SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS

In this section, we briefly explain the results proved in our
paper. Let Z1 and Z2 be two i.i.d. nonsingular random
variables with a mixture distribution pZpzq “ p1´ δqpdpzq `
δpcpzq, where pd and pc denote the discrete and the continuous
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part of pZ . Note that dpZ1q “ dpZ2q “ δ, as explained in
Section II. Let us consider X2

1 “ H2Z
2
1 where

H2 “

„

1 1
1 ´1



denotes the 2ˆ2 Hadamard matrix. A direct calculation shows
that X1 “ Z1 ` Z2 has the following distribution

pX1
pxq “ pZpxq ‹ pZpxq “ p1´ δq

2pd ‹ pdpxq

` 2δp1´ δqpd ‹ pcpxq ` δ
2pc ‹ pcpxq, (8)

where ‹ denotes the convolution operator over R. From (8), it
is seen that pX1 is a mixture distribution with a discrete part
p1´δq2pd‹pd, and has the RID dpX1q “ 1´p1´δq2 “ 2δ´δ2.

Now let us consider the conditional distribution of X2

given X1 denoted by pX2|X1
pxq. From standard results in

probability theory [30], this conditional distribution is a
well-defined mixture distribution for almost all realizations of
X1. Hence, the conditional RID of X2 given X1 denoted by
dpX2|X1 “ x1q P r0, 1s is well-defined almost surely and is a
function of X1. Define the conditional RID of X2 given X1 as
dpX2|X1q “ EX1

rdpX2|X1 “ x1qs, provided that dpX1|X2 “

x1q is a random variable (i.e., a measurable function of
x1) with a well-defined expected value. In Section IV, we
develop techniques to compute dpX2|X1q for a large class
of mixture distributions in a closed form, where in particular
we prove that such a conditional RID is well-defined. We also
extend those techniques to calculate the joint (e.g., dpX1, X2q),
conditional (e.g., dpX2|X1q), and the mutual RID of mixture
vector-valued random variables. As a result, we obtain that
dpX2|X1q “ δ2 and that

dpX1q ` dpX2|X1q “ p2δ ´ δ
2q ` δ2 “ 2δ “ 2dpZ1q, (9)

which is analogous to the chain rule for the mutual information
[31]. In fact, we prove that such a chain rule holds for the RID
and satisfies most of the properties of the traditional chain rule
for the mutual information [31]. In particular,

dpX1q ` dpX2|X1q “ dpX1, X2q
piq
“ dpZ1, Z2q

piiq
“ 2dpZ1q,

(10)

where piq follows from the fact that H2 is an invertible matrix,
and where piiq is due to the fact that Z1 and Z2 are i.i.d.

It is, thus, seen that multiplying two i.i.d. random variables
Z1, Z2, with a mixture distribution, by H2 modifies their
conditional RIDs according to pδ, δq ÞÑ p2δ ´ δ2, δ2q. This
resembles the polarization of a BEC channel with a capacity
δ P p0, 1q as in [15]. In Section V, we prove that such a
polarization indeed occurs for the RID. To be more precise,
let tZi : i P rN su be a sequence of i.i.d. nonsingular random
variables with an RID δ and let XN

1 “ HNZ
N
1 , where N “ 2n

is a power of two and where HN “

„

1 1
1 ´1

bn

denotes the

Hadamard matrix of order N . We prove that the sequence of
conditional RIDs

tdpXi|X
i´1
1 q : i P rN su,

for increasing values of N “ 2n, polarizes according to the
polarization pattern of a BEC with a channel capacity δ P

p0, 1q. We further investigate the applications of the established
polarization result in Section VII.

IV. GENERALIZATION OF THE RID

A. Space of Random Variables and Generalized RID

Our objective is to extend the definition of RID to
vector-valued random variables, which are not necessarily
continuous. Let I be a collection of independent and
nonsingular random variables (with αs “ 0 as in (5)). We
define the space L of random variables generated by I as
L “ Y8n“1Ln, where

Ln “ tXn
1 : D k,A P Rnˆk, Zi P I for i P rks,

such that Xn
1 “ AZk1 u. (11)

It is seen that Ln consists of all n-dim random vectors
generated by a linear mixture of finitely many elements of I1.
Note that L is stable under vector addition and concatenation,
i.e., for arbitrary Wn

1 , X
n
1 P Ln and Y m1 P Lm, we have that

Wn
1 `X

n
1 P Ln, and rXn

1 ;Y m1 s P Ln`m. Moreover, L is stable
under an arbitrary linear transformation, i.e., ψpLnq Ď Lm for
any linear map ψ : Rn Ñ Rm.

We define the joint and the conditional RID, and the Mutual
Rényi Information for the random variables in L by

dpXn
1 q “ lim

qÑ8

HpxXn
1 yqq

log2pqq
(12)

dpXn
1 |Y

m
1 q “ lim

qÑ8

HpxXn
1 yq|Y

m
1 q

log2pqq
(13)

RIpXn
1 ;Y m1 q “ dpXn

1 q ´ dpX
n
1 |Y

m
1 q. (14)

We will prove that all the limits above are well-defined.
In general, computing the RID for a given multi-variate
distribution is quite challenging since the distribution might
contain a probability mass over complicated subsets or
sub-manifolds of lower dimensions. Moreover, the limit might
not even exist in some cases. Fortunately, using the linear
structure in L, we are able to obtain a simple formula for
computing the RID via the rank characterization. A similar
rank characterization was used in the context of finite fields
for coding over the BEC and the BSC (Binary Symmetric
Channel) in [32]. We first need some notation and definitions.

Definition 1. Let A and B be two arbitrary matrices of
dimension maˆn and mbˆn, and let C Ď rns. The residual
of matrix A given B over the column set C is defined by

ResrA|B; Cs “ rank prA;BsCq ´ rank pBCq. (15)

It is seen that ResrA|B; Cs is the amount of increase in the
rank of BC by adding the rows of AC . In particular, if the rows
of AC are in the row-span of BC , then ResrA|B; Cs is 0.

Example 1. Let A “ r1, 1s and B “ r1, 0s. Then,

ResrA|B;Hs “ 0, ResrA|B; t1us “ 0, (16)

1In this paper, we mainly deal with linear transforms of i.i.d. variables,
and our main motivation for defining this space is that it remains stable under
linear operations. Moreover, using the underlying linear structure, we are able
to extend the RID in a natural way to all the variables in this space.
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ResrA|B; t2us “ 1, ResrA|B; t1, 2us “ 1. (17)

Many properties of Res simply follow from the algebraic
properties of the rank. In this paper, we need additionally the
following properties of Res summarized in Proposition 1.

Proposition 1. Let A, Ǎ be ma ˆ n matrices. The operator
Res satisfies the following properties:
‚ (chain rule) Let {Riu

p
i“1 with Ri Ď rmas be an arbitrary

partition of the rows of A, and let C Ď rns. Then,
p
ÿ

i“1

Res
”

ArRis
ˇ

ˇArYi´1
`“1R`s; C

ı

“ rank pACq. (18)

‚ (rank-1 innovation) Let a, ǎ P R1ˆn. Suppose C, Č Ď rns
are arbitrary subsets of the columns of A and Ǎ. Then,

Res
”

ra, ǎs
ˇ

ˇrA, Ǎs; C \ Č
ı

ě Res
“

a|A; C
‰

` Res
“

ǎ|Ǎ; Č
‰

´ Res
“

a|A; C
‰

Res
“

ǎ|Ǎ; Č
‰

, (19)

where \ denotes the disjoint union. The equality holds
in (19) if A and Ǎ have non-overlapping set of nonzero
rows, i.e., A has zero rows in the row-set corresponding
to the nonzero rows of Ǎ and vice versa. ˝
Proof: Proof in Appendix A.

B. Properties of the RID over L
We first need some notation to simplify the statement of the

results in this section. Let Xn
1 P Ln and Y m1 P Lm be random

vectors in L. From the definition in (11), there are matrices
A and B of dimension2 n ˆ k and m ˆ k for some finite k
and independent nonsingular random variables Zk1 P I, such
that Xn

1 “ AZk1 and Y m1 “ BZk1 . Since each Zi has a mixture
distribution, it can be represented as Zi “ ΘiCi`p1´ΘiqDi,
where Ci „ pci and Di „ pdi denote the continuous and
the discrete part of Zi and their corresponding distributions
over R, and where Θi P t0, 1u is a binary random variable
independent of Ci and Di with PrΘi “ 1s “ dpZiq. We define
the support set of the random vector Zk1 by

C “ ti P rks : Θi “ 1u. (20)

It is seen that C is a random subset of rks. Moreover, Pri P
Cs “ PrΘi “ 1s “ dpZiq, thus, C has the average cardinality
Er|C|s “

řk
i“1 dpZiq. We have the following result.

Theorem 2. Let pXn
1 , Y

m
1 q and C be as before. Then,

‚ dpXn
1 q “ Errank pACqs,

‚ dpXn
1 |Y

m
1 q “ E

“

ResrA|B; Cs
‰

,
with the expectation taken over the random support set C. ˝

Proof: Proof in Appendix B.

Remark 1. Note that if one of the variables in Zk1 , say Z1,
is discrete, then PrΘ1 “ 1s “ 0, which implies that 1 R C.
Hence, the first column of the matrices A and B will never
be selected. From Theorem 2, this implies that we can drop
the fully discrete constituents of Xn

1 and Y m1 (e.g., Z1 here)
without changing their individual or joint RIDs. ♦

2By adding zero columns whenever needed, without loss of generality, we
can always assume that A and B have the same number of columns.

Using Theorem 2 and the properties of the Res operator in
Proposition 1, we obtain the following properties of the RID.

Theorem 3. Let pXn
1 , Y

m
1 q be a random vector in L as in

Theorem 2. Then, we have the following properties:
‚ (positivity) dpXn

1 q ě 0, with the equality if and only if
every Xi, i P rns, is discrete.

‚ (invariance) dpXn
1 q “ dpLXn

1 q for any invertible n ˆ n
matrix L.

‚ (chain rule) dpXn
1 , Y

m
1 q “ dpXn

1 q ` dpY
m
1 |X

n
1 q.

‚ (symmetry) RIpXn
1 ;Y m1 q “ RIpY m1 ;Xn

1 q.
‚ (positivity) RIpXn

1 ;Y m1 q ě 0. ˝

Proof: Proof in Appendix C.

Example 2. Let Z3
1 be i.i.d. with dpZiq “ 0.6 for i “ 1, 2, 3.

Let X “ Z1 ` Z2 and Y “ Z2 ` Z3. This can be written in
the following form

„

X
Y



“

„

1 1 0
0 1 1



»

–

Z1

Z2

Z3

fi

fl “ AZ3
1 . (21)

For computing dpXq, let a “ r1, 1, 0s denote the first row of
A. It is seen that for any C Ď r3s, the rank of aC is equal to
1 except when C “ H or C “ t3u. Thus,

dpXq “ 1´ PrC “ Hs ´ PrC “ t3us (22)

“ 1´ 0.43 ´ p0.4q2p0.6q “ 0.84. (23)

From symmetry, we also have dpY q “ 0.84. To compute
dpX,Y q, we can see that for any C Ď r3s, the rank of AC
is equal to |C| except when C “ r3s, where all the columns
are selected. Hence, rank pACq “ |C| ´ ItC“r3su, which gives

dpX,Y q “ Er|C|s ´ PrC “ r3ss (24)

“ 3ˆ 0.6´ 0.63 “ 1.584. (25)

Using the chain rule for the RID, we obtain dpX|Y q “
dpY |Xq “ 1.584 ´ 0.84 “ 0.744, where it is seen that
dpX|Y q ă dpXq. We can also directly compute dpX|Y q using

dpX|Y q “ EtResra|b; Csu, (26)

where b denotes the second row of A. We can simply check
that Resra|b; Cs “ 1 except when C P

!

H, t2u, t3u
)

. Hence,

dpX|Y q “ 1´ P
”

C P
!

H, t2u, t3u
)ı

(27)

“ 1´ p0.43 ` 2ˆ 0.6p0.4q2q (28)
“ 1´ 0.256 “ 0.744. (29)

The Mutual Rényi Information between X and Y is given by

RIpX;Y q “ dpXq ´ dpX|Y q “ 0.84´ 0.744 “ 0.096. (30)

V. POLARIZATION OF THE RID

A. Basic Definitions and Results

Before stating the polarization result for the RID, we first
define the erasure process.

Definition 2. Let α P r0, 1s. An “erasure process” with an
initial value α is defined as follows:
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1) eH “ α. e` “ 2α´ α2 and e´ “ α2.
2) Let en :“ eb1b2...bn for some t`,´u-valued sequence

bn1 . Define

e`n :“ eb1b2...bn` “ 2en ´ e
2
n,

e´n :“ eb1b2...bn´ “ e2
n.

Using the t`,´u labeling, we can construct a binary
tree where each leaf of the tree is labeled with a specific
t`,´u-valued sequence and is assigned the erasure value
corresponding to the same t`,´u-valued sequence.

Let tBnu8n“1 be a sequence of i.i.d. uniformly distributed
t`,´u-valued random variables. By replacing Bn1 for
t`,´u-labeling bn1 in the definition of the erasure process,
we obtain a stochastic process En “ eB1B2...Bn . Let Fn be
the σ-field generated by Bn1 . The BEC polarization can be
summarized as follows [15, 33]:

1) pEn,Fn,Pq is a positive martingale bounded in r0, 1s.
2) En converges to E8 P t0, 1u with PpE8 “ 1q “ α.
3) For any β P p0, 1

2 q,

lim inf
nÑ8

PpEn ě 1´ 2´2nβ q “ α, (31)

lim inf
nÑ8

PpEn ď 2´2nβ q “ 1´ α. (32)

B. RID Polarization

Let N “ 2n be a power of 2 and let ZN1 be a sequence
of i.i.d. nonsingular random variables with an RID dpZiq “
δ P p0, 1q. Let HN be a Hadamard matrix of order N with the
following recursive relation between HN and H2N

HN “

»

—

–

h1

...
hN

fi

ffi

fl

Ñ H2N “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

h1 , h1

h1 , ´h1

... ,
...

hi , hi
hi , ´hi
... ,

...

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

, (33)

where hi, i P rN s, denotes the i-th row of HN . This
corresponds to a standard Hadamard matrix with shuffled
rows. This construction simplifies the proofs, but all the result
are still valid for the standard Hadamard matrix HN without
any shuffling.

Let HN be as in (33) and let XN
1 “ HNZN1 be the vector

of variables obtained by the Hadamard transform of ZN1 . Let
us define

In : rN s Ñ r0, 1s, Inpiq “ dpXi|X
i´1
1 q, i P rN s. (34)

Assume that bn1 is the binary expansion of i´ 1. By replacing
0 by ` and 1 by ´, we can equivalently label Inpiq by
a sequence of t`,´u of length n, i.e., Inpiq “ Ib1b2...bn .
Similar to the erasure process, we can convert In to a
stochastic process In “ IB1B2...Bn by using i.i.d. uniform
t`,´u-valued random variables Bn1 . We can now prove the
following theorem.

Theorem 4 (RID Polarization). pIn,Fn,Pq is an erasure
stochastic process with initial value δ polarizing to t0, 1u. ˝

Proof: For n “ 0, we have a Hadamard matrix of order
N “ 20 “ 1 which is simply a number, thus, X1 “ Z1 and we
have I0p1q “ dpZ1q “ δ. Consider an arbitrary n, let N “ 2n

and let In be defined as in (34). We need to prove that In
satisfies the following recursion for i P r2ns

Inpiq
` “ In`1p2i´ 1q “ 2Inpiq ´ Inpiq

2 (35)

Inpiq
´ “ In`1p2iq “ Inpiq

2. (36)

As ZN1 are i.i.d. nonsingular random variables, it results that
XN

1 “ HNZN1 belongs to the space L generated by ZN1 .
Hence, using the rank characterization for the RID over L in
Theorem 2, we have

Inpiq “ dpXi|X
i´1
1 q “ EC

“

Resrhi|HN r1: i´ 1s; Cs
‰

, (37)

where HN r1: i´ 1s denotes the pi´ 1qˆN matrix consisting
of the first i´1 rows of HN and where C denotes the random
support of continuous parts of ZN1 as defined in (20). Recall
that i P C if and only if the random variable Zi is sampled
according to the continuous part of its distribution.

At stage n`1, we have the term Inpiq
` which corresponds

to the row 2i´ 1 of H2N as follows

H2N r1: 2i´ 1s “

»

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

–

h1 , h1

h1 , ´h1

... ,
...

hi´1 , hi´1

hi´1 , ´hi´1

hi , hi

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

, (38)

where Inpiq` is defined similar to (37) by

Inpiq
` “ EC,Č

”

Res
”

rhi, his
ˇ

ˇH2N r1: 2pi´ 1qs; C \ Č
ıı

, (39)

where C and Č denote the support set of ZN1 and ŽN1 :“
Z2N
N`1. As ŽN1 is an independent copy of ZN1 , the support sets

C and Č are independent and identically distributed. Applying
a simple row operation to H2N r1: 2pi´ 1qs, which preserves
the rank, we have that

Res
”

rhi, his
ˇ

ˇH2N r1: 2pi´ 1qs; C \ Č
ı

“ Res
”

rhi, his
ˇ

ˇrL,Rs; C \ Č
ı

,

where L and R are given by

L “

»

—

—

—

—

—

–

h1

0
...

hi´1

0

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

,R “

»

—

—

—

—

—

–

0
´h1

...
0

´hi´1

fi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

ffi

fl

. (40)

Since L and R have non-overlapping rows, using the rank-1
innovation property in Proposition 1, we obtain that

Res
”

rhi, his
ˇ

ˇrL,Rs; C \ Č
ı

“ Res
”

hi
ˇ

ˇL; C
ı

` Res
”

hi
ˇ

ˇR; Č
ı

´ Res
”

hi
ˇ

ˇL; C
ı

Res
”

hi
ˇ

ˇR; Č
ı

.

(41)

From (40), it is also seen that

Resrhi|L; Cs “ Res
”

hi
ˇ

ˇHN r1: i´ 1s; C
ı

, (42)

Resrhi|R; Čs “ Res
”

hi
ˇ

ˇHN r1: i´ 1s; Č
ı

. (43)
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Fig. 1: Polarization pattern of an i.i.d. source tZiu8i“1 with dpZ1q “ 0.5 after being transformed by the Hadamard matrix of
order N “ 1024. It is seen that most of the rows are polarized to their corresponding RIDs, and the fraction of those rows
polarized to 1 converges to dpZ1q “ 0.5.

As C and Č are i.i.d., taking the expectation from (41), and
using (42), (43), and also (37), we have

Inpiq
` “ Inpiq ` Inpiq ´ Inpiq ¨ Inpiq

“ 2Inpiq ´ Inpiq
2, (44)

which proves the first identity in (35). To prove the second
identity in (35), let ŽN1 and ZN1 be independent copies as
defined before and let WN

1 “ HNZN1 and W̌N
1 “ HN ŽN1 .

We obtain that

X2i´1 “Wi ` W̌i, X2i “Wi ´ W̌i. (45)

Moreover, by definition, we have

Inpiq
` “ dpX2i´1|X

2i´2
1 q “ dpWi ` W̌i|W

i´1
1 , W̌ i´1

1 q

Inpiq
´ “ dpX2i|X

2i´1
1 q

“ dpWi ´ W̌i|W
i´1
1 , W̌ i´1

1 ,Wi ` W̌iq.

Applying the chain rule for RID from Theorem 3 and using
the independence of WN

1 and W̌N
1 , we obtain

Inpiq
` ` Inpiq

´ “ dpWi ` W̌i,Wi ´ W̌i|W
i´1
1 , W̌ i´1

1 q

“ dpWi, W̌i|W
i´1
1 , W̌ i´1

1 q

“ 2dpWi|W
i´1
1 q “ 2Inpiq. (46)

From (44), this implies Inpiq´ “ Inpiq
2, which proves the

second identity in (35). From Definition 2, this indicates that
In is an erasure process with the initial value dpZ1q “ δ.

Fig. 1 illustrates the polarization pattern for an i.i.d. source
tZiu

8
i“1 with dpZ1q “ 0.5 after being transformed by the

Hadamard matrix of order N “ 210 “ 1024. It is seen that
even for N “ 1024 more than 80% of the rows are polarized
to their corresponding RIDs.

C. RID-Preserving Matrices

Let tZiu8i“1 be an i.i.d. source with dpZ1q P p0, 1q. Let
tApkqu8k“1 be a sequence of matrices of order mpkq ˆ k. We
say that tApkqu8k“1 is an RID-preserving family for tZiu8i“1

if and only if

dpApkqZk1 q ě dpZk1 q ´ opkq, (47)

where opkq denotes a vanishing term compared with k as k
tends to infinity. We define the asymptotic measurement rate of
the family tApkqu8k“1 by ρ :“ lim supkÑ8

mpkq
k . From (47), it

is seen that taking measurements with this family of matrices
asymptotically preserves the whole RID of the source.

Proposition 5. Let tZiu8i“1 be an i.i.d. source with a given
dpZ1q P p0, 1q and let tApkqu8k“1 be an RID-preserving family
for the source. Then, ρ ě dpZ1q. ˝

Proof: First note that for every k, the random vector
ApkqZk1 belongs the space L generated by the i.i.d. nonsingular
variables tZiu

8
i“1, thus, it has a well-defined RID. In

particular, if C is the support set of the i.i.d. nonsingular
variables Zk1 , as defined in (20), from the rank property of
the RID proved in Theorem 2, we have

mpkq ě Errank pA
pkq
C qs “ dpApkqZk1 q (48)

ě dpZk1 q ´ opkq “ kdpZ1q ´ opkq. (49)

Dividing both sides by k, and taking the limit as k tends to
infinity, we obtain the desired result ρ ě dpZ1q.

Proposition (5) implies that to be RID-preserving, any
family of matrices needs to have a measurement rate at least as
large as the RID of the source. To show that this measurement
rate is indeed sufficient, we build an RID-preserving family
tApkqu, labeled with k P t2n: n P Nu, where Apkq is a
submatrix of the Hadamard matrix Hk, obtained by selecting
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specific rows of Hk. We then prove that the measurement rate
of the constructed family is dpZ1q.

Let N “ 2n be a power of two, let HN be the shuffled
Hadamard matrix of order N defined in (33), and let XN

1 “

HNZN1 . Set β P p0, 1
2 q, and εpNq “ 2´N

β

, and let HpNq be
a submatrix of HN obtained by selecting those rows of HN
belonging to the index set

SpNq “ ti P rN s : dpXi|X
i´1
1 q ě εpNqu. (50)

Let mpNq “ |SpNq| be the number of rows of HpNq and let
tHpNqu be the resulting family of matrices indexed with N ,
where N is a power of 2.

Proposition 6. The sequence of matrices tHpNqu is
RID-preserving for the i.i.d. source tZiu

8
i“1 and has a

measurement rate ρ “ dpZ1q. ˝

Proof: Let XN
1 “ HNZN1 . Note that from Theorem

4, the sequence of conditional RIDs tdpXi|X
i´1
1 quNi“1 is an

erasure process with an initial value dpZ1q. Thus, applying
the polarization rate result in (31), we obtain that for a
β P p0, 1

2 q and εpNq “ 2´N
β

, the fraction of those conditional
RIDs with a value larger than εpNq, i.e., those belonging
to SpNq, must converge to dpZ1q. This implies that ρ “

lim supNÑ8
mpNq
N “ dpZ1q. To prove the RID-preserving

property, let rp`q P SpNq be the index of the `-th row of HpNq

among the rows of HN . Then, we have

dpHpNqZN1 q “

mpNq
ÿ

`“1

dpXrp`q|Xrp1q, Xrp2q, . . . , Xrp`´1qq

paq
ě

mpNq
ÿ

`“1

dpXrp`q|X
rp`q´1
1 q

pbq
“ dpXN

1 q ´
ÿ

sRSpNq
dpXs|X

s´1
1 q

ě dpZN1 q ´ pN ´ |SpNq|qεpNq

ě dpZN1 q ´ opNq, (51)

where in paq we used the positivity of the Mutual Rényi
Information proved in Theorem 3 and the fact that conditioning
reduces the RID, and where in pbq we used the chain rule
for the RID given by dpXN

1 q “
řN
s“1 dpXs|X

s´1
1 q. The

Eq. (51) confirms the RID-preserving property of tHpNqu. This
completes the proof.

VI. MULTI-TERMINAL (DISTRIBUTED) POLARIZATION

A. Multi-terminal RID Polarization

The RID polarization proved in Theorem 4 can be extended
to the multi-terminal signals. Let tpUi, Viqu8i“1 be a sequence
of i.i.d. 2-dim vectors in L. Since rU1, V1s P L, there are
a, b P R1ˆk and i.i.d. nonsingular variables Zk1 such that
rU1;V1s “ ra; bsZk1 . Let N “ 2n be power of 2 and let
XN

1 “ HNUN1 and Y N1 “ HNV N1 , where HN is as in
(33). In the single-terminal case in Section V-B, we used
the chain rule for the variables XN

1 “ HNZN1 to expand
dpXN

1 q in terms of the conditional RIDs tdpXi|X
i´1
1 quNi“1,

thus, obtaining an erasure process with initial value dpZ1q

polarizing to t0, 1u. In the multi-terminal case, however, we
obtain different erasure processes by applying the chain rule
to dpXN

1 , Y
N
1 q with different expansion orders. For example,

if we expand first in terms of XN
1 and then in terms of Y N1 ,

we obtain the following two sequences for i P rN s:

Inpiq “ dpXi|X
i´1
1 q, Jnpiq “ dpYi|Y

i´1
1 , XN

1 q. (52)

To show that In and Jn are indeed erasure processes, similar to
Section V-B, we label different components of In and Jn with
t`,´u-valued sequences. We remove the details for brevity.
We obtain the following result.

Theorem 7. pIn,Fn,Pq and pJn,Fn,Pq are erasure
processes with initial value dpU1q and dpV1|U1q respectively,
polarizing to t0, 1u. ˝

Proof: Proof in Appendix D.
By changing the order of expansion of dpXN

1 , Y
N
1 q, i.e., first

expanding with respect to Y N1 and then with respect to XN
1 ,

we obtain another 2-dim erasure process pIn, Jnq with the
initial value pdpU1|V1q, dpV1qq, rather than pdpU1q, dpV1|U1qq.
In fact, by applying the monotone chain rule expansion
introduced in [34], we can expand dpXN

1 , Y
N
1 q jointly (and

simultaneously) in terms of Xs and Y s, thus, we can construct
different 2-dim polarizing erasure processes pIn, Jnq that
converge almost surely to pI8, J8q P t0, 1u2. Also, the
closure of the region of all possible pĪ , J̄q :“ ErpI8, J8qs
for polarizing processes pIn, Jnq contains the dominant face
of the 2-dim region given by

R2 “ tρ P R2
` : ρ1 ě dpU1|V1q, ρ2 ě dpV1|U1q,

ρ1 ` ρ2 ě dpU1, V1qu, (53)

which is a line connecting two points pdpU1q, dpV1|U1qq and
pdpU1|V1q, dpV1qq in R2

`. This resembles the Slepian-Wolf
region for the distributed source coding [35]. The results
can be extended to an i.i.d. sequence of d-dim signal U “

pU1, U2, . . . , Udq, for some d ě 3. By applying the chain
rule in different orders and using the results in [34], it is
possible to build a d-dim erasure process pIp1qn , I

p2q
n , . . . , I

pdq
n q

that converges almost surely to pIp1q8 , I
p2q
8 , . . . , I

pdq
8 q P t0, 1ud.

Moreover, the closure of the region of all d-dim averages
ErpIp1q8 , I

p2q
8 , . . . , I

pdq
8 qs corresponds to the dominant face of

the region

Rd “ tρ P Rd` :
ÿ

iPT
ρi ě dpUT |UT cq, @T Ď rdsu, (54)

where UT denotes the subvector of U obtained by selecting
the components in T Ď rds.

B. RID-Preserving Matrices for Multi-terminal Signals

The RID-preserving property in Section V-C can also be
extended in a natural way to multi-terminal signals. For
simplicity, we focus on the 2-dim case. The results can be
extended to dimensions larger than 2.

Let tpUi, Viqu8i“1 be a sequence of i.i.d. 2-dim signals
belonging to L and let tApkq,Bpkqu8k“1 be a sequence of
matrices of order mapkq ˆ k and mbpkq ˆ k. We call
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tApkq,Bpkqu8k“1 an RID-preserving sequence for tpUi, Viqu8i“1

if and only if

dpApkqUk1 ,B
pkqV k1 q ě dpUk1 , V

k
1 q ´ opkq, (55)

where opkq denotes a term vanishing in the dimension
k. We define ρa :“ lim supkÑ8

mapkq
k , and ρb :“

lim supkÑ8
mbpkq
k the asymptotic measurement rate of the

family. We obtain the following result.

Theorem 8. Let tpUi, Viqu8i“1 be an i.i.d. source with the joint
RID dpU1, V1q and conditional RIDs dpU1|V1q and dpV1|U1q.
Let tApkq,Bpkqu8k“1 be a family of RID-preserving matrices
for the source. Then,

ρa ě dpU1|V1q, ρb ě dpV1|U1q, ρa ` ρb ě dpU1, V1q. (56)

Proof: First note that from the rank property for the RID
proved in Theorem 2 and the RID-preserving property in (55),
it results that

mapkq `mbpkq ě dpApkqUk1 ,B
pkqV k1 q ě dpUk1 , V

k
1 q ´ opkq,

simply because the rank of rApkq;Bpkqs is less than its number
of rows mapkq ` mbpkq. This implies that ρa ` ρb ě

dpU1, V1q. To prove the other two inequalities, note that the
RID-preserving property in (55) can be written as

dpUk1 , V
k
1 |A

pkqUk1 ,B
pkqV k1 q ď opkq. (57)

Applying the chain rule, we have

dpUk1 |A
pkqUk1 ,B

pkqV k1 q ` dpV
k
1 |B

pkqV k1 , U
k
1 q ď opkq. (58)

Using the positivity of the RID, this immediately implies that
dpV k1 |B

pkqV k1 , U
k
1 q ď opkq, which using the rank property for

the RID gives

mbpkq ě dpBpkqV k1 |U
k
1 q ě dpV k1 |U

k
1 q ´ opkq, (59)

which implies the desired result ρb ě dpV1|U1q. The other
inequality ρa ě dpU1|V1q follows similarly.

Theorem 8 can be extended in a natural way to the d-dim
sources, where it can be shown that for a family of matrices
to be RID-preserving for the d-dim source, it is necessary that
their measurement rate belong to the d-dim region in (54).

VII. APPLICATIONS IN COMPRESSED SENSING

In Compressed Sensing, the aim is to recover a structured
signal x “ xN1 by taking only a few number of linear
measurements y “ Ax, where y “ ym1 denotes the vector
of m linear measurements taken via the m ˆ N matrix A.
If the signal x has a sparse representation in a basis with
at most k ! N nonzero elements (k-sparse) and if A is
suitably designed with respect to this basis, x can be recovered
by taking m ! N measurements [16–19]. Fix a δ P p0, 1q
and consider an N -dimensional signal XN

1 P RN whose
components are sampled i.i.d. from the distribution

pXpxq “ p1´ δqI0pxq ` δpcpxq, (60)

where I0pxq denotes a delta measure at point 0 and where pc is
a continuous probability distribution. For a large block-length
N , almost all the realizations x “ xn1 of the signal XN

1 have

approximately k “ Nδ nonzero components, thus, a sparse
signal with a sparsity ratio δ “ k

N “ dpXq.
Let N “ 2n be a power of 2 and let SpNq be as in (50).

Let HpNq be the submatrix of HN consisting of the rows in
SpNq and let Y mpNq1 “ HpNqXN

1 be the measurements. From
the RID-preserving property of HpNq proved in Proposition
6, we have that dpXN

1 |Y
mpNq
1 q “ opNq. From the definition

of the RID, this implies that for a sufficiently large q, the
measurements Y

mpNq
1 capture a significant fraction of the

information of the quantized signal xXN
1 yq .

In this paper, we mainly focused on the polarization of
the RID as an information measure. It is interesting to know
whether the RID polarization for the infinite-alphabet signals
proved in this paper, can be exploited as in the case of discrete
polarization for finite-alphabet sources [20] to build a decoder
that recovers the initial signal XN

1 from the collection of
linear measurements Y mpNq1 up to a negligible distortion (e.g.,
error probability or l2-distortion). In this section, we propose
an approach to establish such an operational aspect of the
problem although we do not prove it.

Let εN “ 2´N
β

for some β P p0, 1
2 q be the threshold value

used for constructing HN in (50). Then, for a sufficiently large
block-length N , it results that

lim
qÑ8

HpxXN
1 yq|Y

mpNq
1 q

log2pqq
“ dpXN

1 |Y
mpNq
1 q ď NεN . (61)

Let αN P R` and qN P N be two sequences of N P t2n : n P
Z`u such that limNÑ8 qN “ 8 and

HpxXN
1 yqN |Y

mpNq
1 q ď αNNεN log2pqN q “: pN . (62)

Note that αN is a scaling factor used to ensure that a sequence
of qN satisfying (61) exists. We prove that under the stated
conditions, if pN tends to zero as N tends to infinity, then
we can decode the quantized signal xXN

1 yqN with a vanishing
error probability pN , using the MAP (Maximum a posteriori
Probability) decoder. We use the following simple lemma.

Lemma 9. Let D be a discrete random variable taking
values in the countable alphabet D and let Y be an arbitrary
random variable, jointly distributed with D, such that the
conditional distribution (probability mass function) ppd|yq is
well-defined almost surely. Let E “ tpd, yq : pDpyq ‰ du
be the error event of the MAP decoder defined by pDpyq “
arg maxd1PD ppd

1|yq. Then, the average error probability
satisfies PrEs ď HpD|Y q log2peq, where HpD|Y q denotes the
conditional entropy of D given Y in bits. ˝

Proof: Proof in Appendix E.
Using Lemma 9, we can see from (62) that the quantized
components xXN

1 yqN can be recovered up to an average error
probability pN log2peq. This implies that, with a very high
probability, the desired signal XN

1 can be recovered up to a
vanishing distortion 1

qN
provided that pN tends to 0. We state

this as the following conjecture.

Conjecture 1. Let N P t2n:n P Z`u and let β P p0, 1
2 q

and εN “ 2´N
β

as before. There exists a scaling factor
αN and a quantization factor qN

NÑ8
ÝÑ 8 with pN :“

αNNεN log2pqN q
NÑ8
ÝÑ 0.
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Fig. 2: The Rate-Distortion (RD) curve for partial Hadamard matrices and its comparison with that of random Hadamard and
random Gaussian matrices. The horizontal axis indicates the sparsity level of the signal (the fraction of nonzero components
in the signal), and the vertical axis shows the measurement rate (the number of measurements per dimension of the signal).

For example, if we set αN “ 1 for all N , due to the
logarithmic dependence of pN on qN , a sequence qN “

op22N
β

q would be sufficient for the Conjecture 1 to be true.
Considering the doubly-exponential growth rate of 22N

β

as a
function of N , we believe that such a sequence qN should
exist. This would establish the operational performance of
our constructed matrices for Compressed Sensing of i.i.d.
sources. Although we do not directly prove Conjecture 1, we
use numerical simulations in Section VII-A to illustrate that
our constructed polarized Hadamard matrices along with the
off-the-shelf low-complexity l1-norm minimization algorithm
in Compressed Sensing (instead of the more complicated MAP
decoder) still have a promising operational performance.

Using partial Hadamard matrices has several practical
advantages. Their components are ˘1 and can be robustly
implemented as on-off pattern in many practical measurement
devices and easily stored in a computer. Partial Hadamard
matrices also yield computationally efficient recovery
algorithms. In brief, a crucial step in all recovery algorithms
in Compressed Sensing is computing ATy (matched-filtering),
in which the inner product of the columns of the measurement
matrix A with the observations y “ Ax is calculated. Using
the structure of the Hadamard matrices, this can be done
with OpN log2pNqq rather than OpN2q operations needed for
the traditional matrix-vector multiplication. Even for small
dimensions such as N “ 1000 this is around 100 times faster.

A. Simulation Results

In this section, we assess the operational performance of
the partial Hadamard matrices constructed in Section V-C via
numerical simulations.

1) Measurement Matrix and Recovery Algorithm

For simulations, we use a zero-mean and unit-variance
sparse distribution as in (60)

pXpxq “ p1´ δqI0pxq ` δpcpxq, (63)

where I0pxq denotes the delta measure at zero, and where pc
is a fixed zero-mean continuous distribution with a variance
1
δ . We do the simulations for different sparsity levels δ P
t0.0, 0.1, . . . , 0.9, 1.0u of the underlying signal. Note that for
a given δ in this list, the RID of the generated signal X „ pX
is given by dpXq “ δ. We use the mean square error (MSE)
as the distortion measure dpx, pxq “ }x ´ px}22 between the
target signal x and the estimate px obtained via the recovery
algorithm. The simulations are done with the Hadamard matrix
of order N “ 1024. To build the measurement matrix A,
we sort the rows of HN according to their conditional RIDs
and select those rows with highest RID. We use the l1-norm
minimization algorithm to recover the signal:

pxpyq “ arg min
wPRN

}w}1 subject to y “ Aw, (64)

where the input to this algorithm is the vector of linear
measurements y “ Ax for the given signal x. We use the
CVX package [36] to solve (64).

2) Comparison with other Measurement Matrices

We compare the performance of our constructed matrices
with random Hadamard matrices and random Gaussian
matrices extensively used in Compressed Sensing. Fig. 2
illustrates the resulting rate-distortion curve of the l1-norm
minimization (64) for these three families of matrices. It
is seen that our constructed matrices have a performance
very close to that of other two families, while being
deterministically constructed.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we generalized the definition of RID as an
information measure from scalar random variables initially
proposed in [3] to a larger family of vector-valued random
variables. We proved that for such a family the joint and
the conditional RIDs are well-defined and can be computed
with a closed form formula. Using this, we proved that the
RID of a sequence of i.i.d. nonsingular random variables
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polarizes to the extreme values of 0 and 1 when transformed
by Hadamard matrices. We also gave a closed-form expression
for the polarization pattern using the BEC polarization in
the discrete case. This gives a natural counterpart of the
finite-alphabet source polarization in the infinite-alphabet
case. We investigated some of the applications of the new
polarization phenomenon in Compressed Sensing.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

For the first part, let R1 “ R1, and for i “ 2, 3, . . . , p, set
Ri “ Y

i
`“1R`. Note that since tRiu

p
i“1 is a partition of the

rows of A, we have Rp “ rmas. Using the definition of Res
in (15), we obtain

p
ÿ

i“1

Res
”

ArRis
ˇ

ˇArYi´1
`“1R`s; C

ı

“ rank
“

ArR1sC
‰

(65)

`

p
ÿ

i“2

´

rank
“

ArRisC
‰

´ rank
“

ArRi´1sC
‰

¯

(66)

“ rank
“

ArRpsC
‰

“ rank
“

AC
‰

. (67)

To prove the rank-1 innovation property in the second part,
first note that from the definition of Res operator in (15),
Res

“

a, ǎ|rA, Ǎs; C \ Č
‰

P t0, 1u. In particular, it is zero if
adding the individual row

“

a, ǎ
‰

does not increase the rank
of the matrix rA, Ǎs at column set C \ Č, where in that case,
by simply restricting to C or Č, we must have Resra|A; Cs “
Resrǎ|Ǎ; Čs “ 0. This immediately gives the desired inequality
in (19). Moreover, if A and Ǎ have non-overlapping set of
nonzero rows, Res

“

a, ǎ|rA, Ǎs; C\Č
‰

would be 1 if and only if
either a increases the rank of A at column set C, or ǎ increases
the rank of Ǎ at column set Č, or both, where in that case the
reverse inequality in (19) also holds. This completes the proof.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2

To simplify the proof, we first prove following two lemmas.

Lemma 10. Let X and Y be random vectors in L. Suppose
that there is a matrix L such that Y “ LX. Then

lim
qÑ8

HpxYyq|xXyqq

log2pqq
“ 0. (68)

Proof: For a vector V, we define ∆rVs “ V ´ xVyq
as the vector of quantization residual. Let ∆1 “ ∆rXs, and
∆2 “ ∆rLxXyqs. Then, we have

xYyq “ xLXyq “ xLxXyq ` L∆1yq

“ xxLxXyqyq `∆2 ` L∆1yq

piq
“ xLxXyqyq ` x∆2 ` L∆1yq,

where in piq we used the fact that xLxXyqyq is already in the
quantized form, so it can go outside the quantization operator.
Since xLxXyqyq is a function of xXyq , we obtain that

HpxYyq|xXyqq “ Hpx∆2 ` L∆1yq|xXyqq. (69)

Let Ξ “ ∆2`L∆1. Applying the triangle inequality we have

}Ξ}8 ď }∆2}8 ` }L∆1}8 ď
1

q
p1` }L}8,8q, (70)

where }L}8,8 “ supx:x‰0
}Lx}8
}x}8

is the operator norm of L,
and where 1

q results from the fact that every component of the
quantization residual is always bounded by 1

q . This implies that
xΞyq can take at most r1 ` }L}8,8s

n different values, thus,
from (69), we have that HpxYyq|xXyqq is upper bounded,
independent of the value of q, by n log2pr1`}L}8,8sq, where
n denotes the dimension of the vector Y, and where for a
real number r, we define rrs “ mintn P Z : n ě ru. Hence,
dividing (69) by log2pqq and taking the limit as q tends to
infinity, we obtain the desired result.

Remark 2. Note that Lemma 10 still holds if we replace the
quantized values xXyq in (68) by the unquantized random
variables X, or keep any mixture thereof. ♦

Lemma 11. Suppose that all the conditions of Lemma 10 hold,
and let Z be another vector in L with the same dimension as
Y. Then

lim sup
qÑ8

HpxZ`Yyq|xXyqq

log2pqq
“ lim sup

qÑ8

HpxZyq|xXyqq

log2pqq
,

with a similar equality holding for lim inf instead of lim sup.

Proof: The proof follows from Lemma 10. We have

HpxZ`Yyq|xXyqq “ HpxZ`Yyq|xXyq, xZyqq

`HpxZyq|xXyqq ´HpxZyq|xZ`Yyq, xXyqq. (71)

Note that Y is a linear function of X, thus, there are matrices
L1 and L2 such that Z`Y “ L1rX; Zs and Z “ L2rZ`Y; Xs.
Dividing both sides of (71) by log2pqq and using Lemma 10
yields that the first and the last term on the right hand side of
(71) tend to 0 as q tends to infinity. Thus, applying lim sup
and lim inf , we obtain the desired result.

Using Lemma 11 and Remark 2, we now prove Theorem 2.
For the first part, from the definition of RID in (12), we have

HpxXn
1 yqq

.
“ HpxXn

1 yq|Cq (72)
.
“ HpxACCC ` ACcDCcyq|Cq (73)
.
“ HpxACCC ` ACcDCcyq|C,DCcq (74)
.
“ HpxACCCyq|C,DCcq (75)

“ EC

!

HpxACCCyq|C “ C˚,DCcq
)

(76)

“ EC

!

HpxACCCyq|C “ C˚q
)

(77)

where C is the support set defined by (20) and C “ Ck1 and
D “ Dk

1 are the vector of continuous and discrete parts of Zk1
as defined in Section IV-B, and where in (72), (74), and (75),
we use the fact that C and DCc are discrete variables with
a finite entropy independent of q and they can be arbitrarily
added or removed from the conditioning part of the entropy.
Recall that from our notation in Section I-A, fq

.
“ hq for

two sequences f, h (parametrized with q P N), whenever
lim supqÑ8

fq´hq
log2pqq

“ 0. For (75), we used Lemma 11 to
remove the variable ACcDCc in (74) since it is a linear function
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of DCc appearing in the conditioning part. For (77), we used
the independence of DCc from ACCC conditioned on C “ C˚.

Now, consider a specific realization of the support set C “
C˚ of size k˚ “ |C˚| and notice that since C is independent
of the continuous component C, conditioning on C “ C˚ does
not change the distribution of CC˚ , which is a k˚-dimensional
continuous distribution. Let m˚ “ rank pAC˚q and let Ǎ be a
maximal submatrix of AC˚ consisting of linearly independent
rows of AC˚ . Then, we have

HpxAC˚CC˚yqq “ HpxAC˚CC˚yq, xǍCC˚yqq (78)

“ HpxǍCC˚yqq `HpxAC˚CC˚yq|xǍCC˚yqq. (79)

Note that the ǍCC˚ has a well-defined m˚-dimensional
continuous distribution, thus, limqÑ8

HpxǍCC˚yqq

log2pqq
“ m˚.

Moreover, from Lemma 11, the second term in (79) vanishes
in the limit when divided by log2pqq because AC˚CC˚ is a
linear function of ǍCC˚ . Thus, from (77), we obtain

dpXn
1 q “ lim

qÑ8

HpxXn
1 yqq

log2pqq
(80)

“ lim
qÑ8

EC

”

HpxACCCyq|C “ C˚q
ı

log2pqq
(81)

“ EC

”

lim
qÑ8

HpxACCCyq|C “ C˚q
log2pqq

ı

(82)

“ EC

”

rank pACq
ı

, (83)

where in (81), we used the fact that C takes only finitely
many values and exchanged the expectation and the limit. This
completes the proof of the first part of the theorem.

To prove the second part, recall that Xn
1 “ AZk1 and Y m1 “

BZk1 . We follow similar steps as in the first part, where from
(77), we essentially need to compute the expression

HpxACCCyq|BCCC , C “ C˚q (84)

for different realizations of support set C˚. Note that BC˚ is not
necessarily full-rank. Let B̌ be a maximal submatrix of BC˚

consisting of those rows that are linearly independent. Also,
let Ǎ be the maximal submatrix of AC˚ consisting of those
linearly independent rows that are also linearly independent
of the rows of B̌. From the definition of Res operator in (15),
it is not difficult to check that the number of rows of Ǎ is
given by ResrA|B; C˚s. Hence, we have

HpxAC˚CC˚yq|BC˚CC˚q “ HpxAC˚CC˚yq, xǍCC˚yq|B̌CC˚q

“ HpxǍCC˚yq|B̌CC˚q (85)

`HpxAC˚CC˚yq|xǍCC˚yq, B̌CC˚q. (86)

Note that rǍ; B̌s is a full rank matrix, thus, rǍCC˚ ; B̌CC˚s

has a well-defined continuous distribution. In particular, for
almost all realizations of B̌CC˚ , the random variable ǍCC˚

has a continuous distribution, thus, for the first term in (85) we
have that limqÑ8

HpxǍCC˚yq |B̌CC˚ q

log2pqq
“ dimpǍCC˚q, which is

equal to ResrA|B; C˚s. For the second term in (86), we have

that limqÑ8
HpxAC˚CC˚yq |xǍCC˚yq,B̌CC˚ q

log2pqq
“ 0 since AC˚CC˚

is a linear function of ǍCC˚ and B̌CC˚ appearing in the

conditioning part, and the result follows from Lemma 10 and
Remark 2. Thus, we have

lim
qÑ8

HpxACCCyq|BCCC , C “ C˚q
log2pqq

“ ResrA|B; C˚s, (87)

and taking the average over C, we obtain the desired result.

APPENDIX C
PROOF OF THEOREM 3

We use the rank characterization of the RID proved in
Theorem 2. The positivity simply follows from the positivity
of the rank of a matrix. Also, if dpXn

1 q “ 0, from the property
of the rank and the definition of Xn

1 in (11), we have that
0 ď dpXiq ď dpXn

1 q “ 0 for every i P rns, which implies
that all the Xi, i P rns, are discrete variables. The invariance
results from the fact that for any nˆk matrix A, any invertible
nˆ n matrix L, and any subset C Ď rks of columns of A, we
have rank pACq “ rank pLACq. The chain rule follows from
the chain rule for the Res operator in Proposition 1:

dpXn
1 , Y

m
1 q “ E

“

Res
“

rA;Bs; C
‰‰

(88)

“ E
“

ResrA; Cs
‰

` E
“

ResrB|A; Cs
‰

(89)
“ dpXn

1 q ` dpY
m
1 |X

n
1 q. (90)

To prove the symmetry, note that RIpXn
1 ;Y m1 q “ dpXn

1 q ´

dpXn
1 |Y

m
1 q. Thus, using the chain rule property, we obtain

that RIpXn
1 ;Y m1 q “ dpXn

1 q ` dpY m1 q ´ dpXn
1 , Y

m
1 q, and the

symmetry follows from the symmetry of dpXn
1 , Y

m
1 q.

Finally, for the last part note that from the definition of
the Res operator, it results that rank pACq “ ResrA|H; Cs ě
ResrA|B; Cs. Taking the average over C, we have dpXn

1 q ě

dpXn
1 |Y

m
1 q, which implies the desired result.

APPENDIX D
PROOF OF THEOREM 7

Note that UN1 are i.i.d. random variables obtained via a linear
transform of the variables in L, thus, they belong to L. Hence,
from Theorem 4, it immediately results that In is an erasure
process with initial value I0p1q “ dpU1q polarizing to t0, 1u.

To prove that Jn is also a polarizing erasure process, first
note that the recursive structure in (33) remains intact if we
transform hi into hi b b and HN into HN b b, where b
denotes the Kronecker product. Moreover, it is not difficult to
see that there are indeed two main ingredients in the proof
of Theorem 4: Applying the recursive structure of HN as
in (38), in order to obtain an expression for the plus-branch
(Inpiq Ñ Inpiq

`), and using the chain rule in (46), in order
to compute the minus-branch (Inpiq Ñ Inpiq

´). It is not
difficult to check that both conditions remain valid after the
mentioned transformation. This implies that Jn is also an
erasure process, whose initial value, from chain rule, is given
by J0p1q “ dpV1|U1q.

APPENDIX E
PROOF OF LEMMA 9

Suppose that given Y “ y, we use the MAP decoder defined
by pDpyq “ arg maxd1PD ppd

1|yq to decode D. Then, for any
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arbitrary d P D, we have

PrE |Y “ ys “ 1´max
d1PD

ppd1|yq (91)

ď 1´ ppd|yq “ 1´ elogpppd|yqq. (92)

Taking the average over the joint distribution of pD,Y q and
using the Jensen’s inequality [37] for the convex function u ÞÑ
eu, we have

PrEs ď 1´ eED,Y rlogpppd|yqqs “ 1´ e´HpD|Y q log2peq (93)
piq
ď 1´ p1´HpD|Y q log2peqq (94)
“ HpD|Y q log2peq, (95)

where in piq we used the inequality e´u ě 1 ´ u for u P R.
This completes the proof.
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